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Bloco Fogo Committee Meeting 
 

Monday 14 June 2010 
 

Committee Members Present: 
Kim Fletcher – Chairman  
Jan Millen – Treasurer  
Phil Wond –Secretary  
Dan Noyek – Assistant Mestre 
Alex Mann – Musical Director 
Matt Green – Mestre  

Jon Hurst - Secretary 
Geoff Powers – Treasurer 
Roy Wareham  
Lisa Bolden 
Dave Murray 

 
Agenda: 
 
 
Review of Actions 

1. Future Committee meeting dates 
2. Finance report 
3. Costume 
  Feathers in headdress 
  White costume 
  Coats 
  Fishpants 
  Bead lights 
4. Rehearsal Schedule 
5. Gigs 
6. Who’s driving the van 
7. Coburg 
8. Learning Aids 
  Boomwhackers 
  Mango Drum 
  DVD Review 
9. Painting/Spraying drums 
  Stickers 
10. FogoFlag bearers / supporters 
11. Triangles/ Twirly things 
12. Choreography review 
  Signalling & use of whistle 
  Parade choreography 
13. Crawley Bloco 
14. Change to travel payments 
15. Corporate Group 
16. AOB 
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Review of Actions 
Still a few snares missing @ Maidstone 
  
1. Future Committee Meeting dates 
Next meeting 6th September (now changed to 13th) 
December 6th (to discuss AGM) 
March 7th 
 
2. Finance report  
4 bank accounts currently open - 2 to shut.  
Estimated £21.5k in the bank 
Finances are roughly breaking even for 2010 (pre Coburg) 
 
£150 in outstanding subs 
Invoices still outstanding – Tonbridge & Malling Bike ride plus Brighton Corporate Games 
& Folkestone Racecourse (these 2 total £1100) 
Committee agree we should continue to chase outstanding invoices.  
  
Visa card provided with new bank account - Kim, John & Geoff are signatories. 
Committee agree that 2 signatories should provide approval prior to using the card.  
 
3. Costume 
Feathers in Headdress 
Vote whether to keep feathers: 2 For, 6 Against. 
 
White costume 
Alex proposed purchase of a white costume to offer an alternate look for weddings: white 
coat, silver trim, no headbands, white fish pants & face paint.  
 
No decision made on whether to go ahead- further info wanted re costume & wedding 
‘market’. 
  
Coats 
Jane is testing the 2nd sample coat - redone based on feedback from the first. 
Sizes required currently being collated. 
 
Fishpants 
Decision to buy a new set for the band-  
 
Bead lights 
Huge hit- will make on coach to Coburg 
  
4. Rehearsal Schedule  
Generally positive feedback  
Some concerns/ queries: 
Amount of new stuff to learn : could we remove old favourites that we know well to give us 
extra time on new stuff? (Consensus was no as it’s useful for new people & an 
opportunity to learn new moves) 
Should there be a different schedule for T Wells & Maidstone? (to consider) 
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Could we have a 'warm up' tune to get going straight after clapping to avoid a slow start? 
(Consensus was no as if we've learnt something in clapping it's good to go straight into 
the groove to put into practice) 
No time to ask questions between tunes- by the end of the session we've moved on & 
question is forgotten until next time 

Ideas:  

Bloco fogo "camp"- a weekend of workshops, covering all grooves, broken down by 
section.  
Useful for TW & M to come together for a mass rehearsal 
 
Great reaction at Cardiff to our movements- need to keep progressing this.  
 
5. Gigs 
New people need to gig before coming to Coburg 
Agreed that paid gigs to take priority over unpaid gigs 
Details for gigs are often out quite late- can we try to get the info from bookers earlier? 
 
Has new expense offering re gigs made a difference? Probably not- it’s the same faces 
gigging and we need more gigging members. 
 
Ideas: 
- Could new members attend gigs as flag bearers? 
- Could new members attend gigs & just join in for grooves they know (static gigs) 
 
We need to look at this for Coburg next year – members need to do more than 1 gig 
before coming. 
 
6. Who's driving the van? 
Leoni, Kim & Alex drive.  We need to think about who’ll drive in advance if Leonie can't 
make rehearsal/gigs.  
 
Minibus- Roy would rather not continue to drive a minibus- who else is qualified? 
Need a permit for windscreen for taking passengers (PSV licence) 
 
7. Coburg 
Run through of budget.  All agree it looks fine. 
Breakfast en route & dinner on way back excluded. 
 
We need to make sure everything is in place re Rosie’s guardian.  
 
8.  Learning Aids  
Boomwhackers 
Geoff used them in Cardiff- could we use instead of clapping? Can hear distinction 
between high & low. 10 sets of 9 for under £200 
 
Mango drum 
Demo from Geoff - programme for "dots" split to 16ths- can play the dots and has the 
ability to mute the different parts.  
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Proposal to buy composer version (£35) and player versions (£15) to distribute 
dots. Plays live from server- composer updates. 
 
Queries over how widely it would be used and who would fill it in (Geoff is prepared to 
give up some time) 
 
Alex concerned about his intellectual property/ copyrighted material being on the server -  
risk of music getting out into public domain.  
 
Dan to write a new tune & trial in Mango Drum to see if it works as a learning aid. 
   
DVD Review 
Highlighted impact of the moves. Happy with it as a learning tool. 
Agree to buy DVD with the logo. 
 
9. Painting / Spraying Drums 
Original quotes were approx £4k. 
Spray paint does chip but it’s easy to cover up – agree to go ahead. 
Still need to decide how to do the white strip - satin stripe or white vinyl? 
 
Discussions over covering Snares- gold looks too military & doesn’t fit with other drums, 
doesn’t allow for a pocket.  No decision reached on how to progress.   
 
Stickers  
Alex showed some designs for stickers for the surdo drum skins.  Will look into further 
before deciding which ones to go for.  
 
10. FogoFlag bearers / supporters 
Flags look good!  Need to encourage flag bearers at gigs. 

11. Triangles/ Twirly Things 

Agree to purchase 2 triangles for each band. 
 
Twirly things are a pain to carry on parades when just used in 1 tune.  Agree we should 
practice with them to potentially use in stage sets 
  
12. Choreography review  
Signals & use of whistle 
Concern that the previous system works- does new signalling add anything to the 
performance? It’s difficult when parading.  Mestres feel that it adds to the choreography & 
carnival – change in groove is more of a surprise to audience; more "Brazil". 
  
Decision to continue with new signalling but review in future if it’s not working. 

Parade choreography 

Messy- end up in a huddle stepping at different times. Need to work on for parades.  
 
13. Change to travel payments 
Not impacting gig turnout 
Clarification – no payment for distance travelled when picking up a minibus/coach.  
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14. Crawley Bloco 
Idea is for Sally & Jaz to run.  Admin would feed into main Bloco Fogo.  Decision to 
investigate whether funding is possible before any concrete decision is made.  If we can 
get funding we can then go for a lottery grant.  
 
15. Corporate Group 
Alex wants to practice for a further 1 hour fortnightly on a Tuesday after rehearsal (no 
additional charge for his time) 
 
Alex would also like to set up a modern samba reggae band with new material.  
Bloco Fogo would get an income from the bookings if done via the band. 
 
If we pursue corporate bookings, could we look at getting in an external (professional) 
choreographer? 
 
16. AOB 
Shaker dust 
Concern over Aluminium dust inhaled by shakers?   
Update since meeting- Kim has looked into this and risk of any health issues is very low. 

Photograph 

Lisa has a colleague who's a photographer- would we be interested in getting a group 
shot of the band done? Perhaps at Thames. No decision made. 
 

Date Action Who Update 
8-Feb-10 Lisa to start collating images, history of the band, 

memories etc for the inlay booklet.  
LB  

8-Feb-10 Roy to order more lights RW  
8-Feb-10 Kim to follow up the possibility of rehearsing in a 

mirrored room at the Camden Centre. 
KF  

8-Feb-10 Alex to start logging Tunbridge Wells instruments on 
Tuesday nights – who has what. 

AM  

8-Feb-10 All to contact anyone they know who has left the band 
and still has an instrument. 

ALL  

8-Feb-10 Surdo skins to be trimmed where possible (leaving 
enough to be able to tighten!) 

ALL  

8-Feb-10 Dave to get quotes for respraying drums.  DM  
8-Feb-10 Alex to speak to Pip about coming to a practice with 

dancers 
AM  

14-Jun-10 Confirm what instruments are missing from Maidstone / 
T Wells 

Mestres  

14-Jun-10 Alex to speak to Lyndsey @ Tonbridge re payment of 
outstanding invoice for Tonbridge & Malling bike ride 

AM  

14-Jun-10 Alex to speak to Musicians Union to get advice re 
unpaid invoices  

AM  

14-Jun-10 Geoff to continue to chase for payment of outstanding 
invoices 

GP  

14-Jun-10 Kim to send Geoff the credit card procedure from his 
work as a proposed way to use BF card 

KF  

14-Jun-10 Geoff to set Alex up as an account payee so 
reimbursement for costs incurred can be transferred 

GP/AM  
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directly to his credit card/ account. Alex to provide the 
details. 

14-Jun-10 Maidstone to remove feathers from headdresses SB Done 
14-Jun-10 Investigate wedding fairs/ whether there is a market for 

us at weddings & if this is something we want to pursue. 
 

All  

14-Jun-10 Alex to do a mock up of the white costume so we can 
see what it looks like 

AM  

14-Jun-10 Jane/Becs to order new yellow fish pants for the band JM  
14-Jun-10 Check gig list in advance- "appeal" for more people if 

numbers are low 
Mestres  

14-Jun-10 Mestres to make announcements about upcoming gigs 
@ rehearsals further in advance where known 

Mestres  

14-Jun-10 Phil to compile a list of non giggers PW  
14-Jun-10 All to try to find out reasons why people don't gig so we 

can address 
ALL  

14-Jun-10 Phil to add a request to newsletter- who is 
willing/able/legal to drive a minibus?   

PW  

14-Jun-10 Coburg: Mestres to agree the split of gigs between them 
beforehand 

Mestres DONE 

14-Jun-10 Mestres to discuss the use of boomwhackers & agree if 
we should purchase 

Mestres  

14-Jun-10 Dan to trial Mango Drum DN  
14-Jun-10 Buy a composer version of Mango drum for Dan 

 
DN/GP  

14-Jun-10 Order copies of the DVD (with logos) AM  
14-Jun-10 Alex to coordinate respray of drums Weds 30th June. 

Prioritise drums for Coburg. 
AM Underway 

14-Jun-10 Alex to pursue designs for stickers on drum skins 
 

AM  

14-Jun-10 Phil to add flag bearers to gig list for big gigs to 
encourage people to sign up 

PW  

14-Jun-10 Alex to buy 4 triangles AM  
14-Jun-10 Practice with twirly tubes in rehearsals. Mestres  
14-Jun-10 Band to practice parading/ stepping for parades so it 

looks a bit neater  
Mestres  

14-Jun-10 Alex to speak to his contact in Crawley (Dave?) re £5k 
funding  

AM  

14-Jun-10 Include beater repair at next workshop TBA  
14-Jun-10 Include drum lifting practice at next workshop TBA  
14-Jun-10 Alex to ask people in corporate group if they're 

interested in 1 hour additional fortnightly rehearsals  
AM  

14-Jun-10 Alex to ask Forum if we could stay on for another hour 
fortnightly on a Tuesday & if there would be an 
additional charge 

AM  

 
 
  

Next Meeting 13th September 
Location TBC 

 


